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ABSTRACT

Tensor tomography is being investigated as a technique for reconstruction of in vivo tensor

fields that can be used to develop more accurate models of the properties of biological tissue. This

paper presents filter backprojection algorithms for reconstructing 3D second order tensor fields

from either 3D planar or 3D line measurements. A Helmhotz-type of decomposition is proposed

for tensor fields. Using this decomposition, a Fourier projection theorem is formulated in terms of

the solenoidal  and irrotational  components  of the tensor field.  From this,  it  is  shown that  the

solenoidal component of the tensor field can be reconstructed from either a single set of X-ray

directional measurements or a combination of X-ray and Radon directional measurements. Also,

from the Fourier projection theorem, a set of Radon directional measurements that will reconstruct

the solenoidal and irrotational components of the tensor field is prescribed. This means that for the

X-ray transform we only need to measure the scalar product of the tensor field with the unit vector

along  the  projection  ray.  For  the  3D  Radon  transform,  this  corresponds  to  measuring  plane

integrals of the scalar product with the vector orthogonal to the plane. Based on these observations

filtered backprojection reconstruction formulas are prescribed for the reconstruction of 3D tensor

fields from X-ray and Radon measurements. Results of computer simulations that demonstrate the

validity of the mathematical formulations are presented.  
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INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing need to measure in vivo tensor quantities (diffusion, strain, stress, 

and conductivity) for the purpose of developing more accurate models of the properties of 

biological tissue in order to improve diagnosis of various diseases. MRI has already been 

demonstrated to have the capacity to image brain [1], cardiac diffusion tensor fields [2]-[5], and 

cardiac strain-rate tensor fields [6]-[8]. In particular, the diffusion-tensor MRI may eventually be 

useful in characterizing myocardial fiber structure [2]-[5]. Knowledge of fiber bundle orientation 

will be useful for specifying material axes of a mechanical model [9]-[14] and for identifying 

conductive pathways for electrical models of the heart [15]. We point out that all of this work 

uses non-tomographic techniques to measure diffusion and strain tensor fields. However, it may 

be advantageous to use MRI tensor tomography, which has the potential to allow fast imaging and 

provide images that are immune to motion artifacts. The aim of this paper is to develop general 

three-dimensional inversion formulae for computed tomography of tensor fields. The motivation 

behind this work is to determine if these reconstruction techniques may help in the ultimate goal of

determining whether, for specific applications, tensor tomography could provide a more accurate 

and a more efficient method of measuring tensor fields than the more direct techniques that have 

already been developed in MRI. 

First, we must make it clear that tensor tomography is not necessary for obtaining 3D 

mappings of tensor fields. MRI is unique in that it does not require computed tomography to 

form a three-dimensional image of internal structures. However, recently there has been much 

interest in using projection reconstruction techniques for various MRI applications because 

projection reconstruction techniques are useful for processing data that is acquired rapidly, which

can be used to follow dynamic processes and can be less sensitive to motion artifacts. Of recent 

interest is the use of projection reconstruction techniques to image diffusion tensor fields [16]. 

The tomographic method that is used is quite different than the method that we are discussing in 

this paper. Diffusion weighted images are obtained from projection reconstruction techniques. 

From the reconstructed diffusion weighted images the tensor fields are calculated using standard 

methods of a combination of various gradient weighted reconstructed images [17], [18]. The 
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method we propose differs in that scalar projections of the diffusion tensor field are obtained at 

several projections and the diffusion tensor field, instead of diffusion weighted images, is 

reconstructed directly from these projections. 

This brings us to an important second point. At present, there is no known method to 

form scalar projection measurements of tensor fields without performing some approximation 

[19]. That is, there is no existing tensor detector. We point out that in our method, to form 

projections of diffusion tensor fields, MRI approximations had to be made [19]. At the present 

there is no known technique, using MRI, which will form projections of either vector [20] or 

tensor fields [19] without this approximation. A past problem in the application of vector field 

tomography was the formation of scalar projections for arbitrary probe directions. Either 

approximations were made, as in the application of MRI [20], or techniques did not exist to 

measure all of the necessary components of the vector field, as in ultrasound time of flight 

measurements. For this application, only the component of the vector field projected 

(longitudinal measurements) onto the line of integration could be measured [21].

First, to understand the history of the development of vector and tensor field tomography 

one must understand the Helmholtz decomposition of a vector field. The Helmholtz 

decomposition states that if the source and circulation components of a vector field vanish at 

infinity, a vector field can be written as the sum of a solenoidal component (divergence-free, also

referred to as source-free component) and an irrotational component (curl-free component) [22]. 

The solenoidal component can be expressed as the curl of a vector potential ( ∇×Ψ ) and the 

irrotational component can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar potential ( ∇Φ ). In our 

discussion to follow, one will appreciate the importance of the Helmholtz decomposition in 

understanding the relationships between which projection measurements will reconstruct 

solenoidal components of the vector field and which projection measurements will reconstruct 

irrotational components of the vector field.

Tensor tomography builds on much of the work that has already been accomplished in 

vector field tomography [20], [21], [23]-[48]. An excellent review of this work is given by 

Sparr and Strahlen [48]. Several of the applications have involved acoustic flow imaging using 
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time-of-flight measurements - ultrasonic imaging in medicine [21], acoustic flow imaging in 

nondestructive evaluation [23], and ocean acoustic tomography [24], [25]. One of the earlier 

studies was performed by Johnson et al. [21] who used ultrasound to reconstruct velocity vector 

fields in blood vessels from acoustic time-of-flight measurements. The projection measurements 

were the integral of the projected component of the velocity vector field onto the line forming the

projection measurement (also called the longitudinal projection measurement [32]). Johnson et 

al. [21] used an iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithm (ART) to compute what was later 

understood by Norton [26], [27] to be the divergence-free component of the vector field fulfilling

homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (i.e., the normal component of the divergence-free 

component at the boundary is zero). Using the Helmholtz decomposition and the Fourier 

central-slice theorem, Norton [26], [27] derived a reconstruction method for the velocity field 

and showed that the reconstruction of the acoustic time-of-flight (longitudinal projection) 

measurements with boundary conditions allows reconstruction of a divergence-free vector field 

composed of a solenoidal component that satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions and an 

irrotational component defined by the gradient on the boundary. It was shown that the 

longitudinal measurements alone could not recover the irrotational component of the vector field.

Additional information in terms of boundary conditions were needed to reconstruct the 

irrotational component of a divergence free vector field. 

Before Norton's important contribution, Kramer and Lauterbur [28] developed a hybrid 

filtered backprojection algorithm for the reconstruction of flow using NMR. They showed that 

some flow components could not be reconstructed from the longitudinal projection 

measurements. Working independently, Winters and Rouseff [29] also developed a Fourier 

central section theorem for the reconstruction of the divergence-free component, which they 

argued was important for specifying the vorticity of fluid flow [29], [30], [31]. 

Later Braun and Hauck [32] showed (not using Fourier projection techniques but spatial 

convolution techniques) that projection of the orthogonal component of the velocity vector field 

(the transverse projection measurement, which is the integral of the orthogonal component of the

velocity vector field along the line of the projection measurement) allows one to reconstruct the 
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irrotational component of the vector field. This irrotational (curl-free) component along with the 

divergence-free (solenoidal) component gives the complete determination of the flow vector 

field. Braun and Hauck [32] recognized that bounded domains admit harmonic vector fields that 

are both irrotational and solenoidal. Therefore, the decomposition into irrotational and solenoidal

components is not unique. In their paper, they proposed that the decomposition should be

V=V Ψ S

S
+V ΦI

I
+V H , where V Ψ S

S
=∇×Ψ S , V Φ I

I
=∇ Φ I , and V H  is the harmonic 

component of the vector field satisfying ∇
T V H=0 and ∇×V H=0 . The solenoidal 

component V Ψ S

S

is homogeneous in the sense that the normal component of V Ψ S

S

is zero on 

the boundary and is totally tangential to the boundary. The curl-free component V Φ I

I

is 

homogenous in the sense that the tangential component of V Φ I

I

vanishes on the boundary and is

exactly normal to the boundary.

Later, Prince [20] extended the previous work in 2D to 3D by developing filtered 

backprojection algorithms that could be used to reconstruct both the solenoidal and irrotational 

components of the vector field from 3D Radon projections. Prince generalized the longitudinal 

and transverse measurements of Braun and Hauck [32] by defining a more general inner product 

measurement (probe transform) which forms an inner product between the vector field and a 

unit-vector probe direction. Prince [20] showed that in 3D only one set of probe measurements 

(the irrotational measurements) is required to reconstruct the irrotational component and that two

sets of probe measurements (the solenoidal measurements) are required to reconstruct the 

solenoidal component. The three probe directions form a linearly independent set of vectors. 

(The study by Prince [20] is particularly noteworthy because it defines the principles from which 

methods can be developed for measuring projections of diffusion tensors using MRI.) Sparr [48] 

took this further and showed that the vector ray transform (in our work we refer to this as the 

vector X-ray transform) can recover the solenoidal component of the vector field and the vector 

Radon normal transform can recover the irrotational component of the vector field. However, 
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these results need to be studied further because it is not clear what type of angular sampling is 

necessary to recover the solenoidal component. The question remains whether it is necessary to 

sample the entire unit sphere, or whether one great circle sampling is sufficient, or if sampling 

over multiple great circles is required to reconstruct the solenoidal component? 

Norton [26] - [27], and Braun and Hauck [32], and later Osman and Prince [33] were all 

concerned about the vector tomography problem on bounded domains. In fact, physical problems

are often defined on bounded domains and it is the boundary that creates or partially defines the 

field. Braun and Hauck [32] considered the 2D problem on a circular domain and later Osman 

and Prince [33] extended this to a general 3D domain. Braun and Hauck [32] showed that the 

harmonic component is reconstructed equally between the irrotational and solenoidal 

measurements. Whereas, Osman and Prince [33] showed that the harmonic component of a 3D 

vector field is not imaged equally in the irrotational and solenoidal measurements. In fact Osman 

and Prince [33] characterized the homogenous component as V Ξ
H

 where V Ξ
H
=−∇ Ξ  for 

some harmonic function Ξ satisfying Laplace's equation ∇
2 Ξ=0 on the domain. The work 

of Osman and Prince [33] considered only the Radon transform. They showed that the 

irrotational measurements could be used to reconstruct both the irrotational component, which 

has homogeneous boundary conditions, and the harmonic component that arises from the normal 

field component on the boundary. By solving the Poisson equation ∇
2 Φ I=∇

2 Φ  (

Φ=Φ I +Φ H  is known from the irrotational field reconstruction) with the Dirchlet boundary 

conditions Φ I=C , one can separate the homogeneous and harmonic components of the 

irrotational component. Similarly, the solenoidal measurements can be used to reconstruct both 

the solenoidal component, which has homogeneous boundary conditions, and the harmonic 

component that arises from the tangential field component on the boundary. By solving

∇×∇×Ψ S=∇×∇×Ψ  ( Ψ =Ψ S+Ψ H  is known from the solenoidal field reconstruction) 

with the solenoidal boundary conditions ( ∇×Ψ  is tangential on the boundary), one can 
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separate homogeneous and harmonic components.

Works of vector tomography have been applied in other applications such as; optics, to 

measure flow [26], [27]; deflection optical tomography, to determine densities in supersonic 

expansions and flames [34]; optical tensor field tomography in a Kerr material, by measuring 

polarization of the transmitted light [35], [36]; optical polarization, to measure stress in 

photoelastic materials [36] - [39]; and acoustics, to determine 3D temperature and velocity fields 

in furnaces [40], and velocity fields of heavy particles in plasma [41]. In other methodology, it 

has been shown that continuous Doppler data can also be analyzed in the framework of vector 

tomography [27], [42]-[46], [49].

As seen in the previous discussion, vector field tomography has been an active area of 

research for several applications including medical imaging. With all of this activity though, 

there has been little work in developing algorithms for the tomographic reconstruction of tensor 

fields, which has great potential for application in medical imaging. Tensor field tomography 

has been alluded to in the National Science Report [50] and in a review by Sparr and Strahlen 

[49]. We presented in [19] the results of computer simulations and results of an MRI diffusion 

experiment in which tensor tomography was applied in 2D. A general mathematical theory of 

integral geometry of tensor fields was presented in a monograph by Sharafutdinov [51] for 

general n-th order tensor fields with applications in integral geometry. A most interesting result 

presented in this monograph is that a symmetric tensor field also has a Helmholtz type 

decomposition in that it can be decomposed into a sum of a divergence-free component and a 

curl-free component. We show in this paper that for a 3D second order tensor field the solenoidal

component can be expressed as the curl of a tensor potential and the irrotational component can 

be expressed as the gradient of a vector potential. This result is analogous to the Helmholtz 

decomposition of a vector field and to our knowledge has never been presented before in this 

form. Tomography also can be applied to more general frameworks - integral transforms of 

differential forms [52] and integral geometry of tensor fields - to find symmetric tensor fields 

from the integrals over all geodesics of a given Riemannian metric [51].

The principles of scalar tomography can fairly easily be extended to tensor 
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tomography. Though only second order tensors are considered in this paper the theory can be 

extended to nth-order tensors as well (see [53-56] for a general theory of tensor analysis). The 

scalar projection measurements of the tensor field are formed by creating inner products which 

are the products of a matrix multiplication of a unit directional vector before the tensor and after 

the tensor to give a scalar quantity at each point along the line of the projection measurement. 

Both analytical and iterative reconstruction algorithms can be used to reconstruct tensor fields, 

however we only consider an analytical approach in this paper. Analytical algorithms are 

appealing because they lend themselves better to a geometric interpretation of the physical 

problem. Iterative algorithms are appealing because they can perform better reconstructions 

when the data is limited or noisy.

In our initial work a reconstruction algorithm was developed for the reconstruction of 

two-dimensional tensor fields of second order tensors [19]. In this study, Fourier projection 

theorems were developed for the solenoidal and irrotational components of this 2x2 tensor. These 

algorithms were verified in computer simulations and applied to the reconstruction of 

two-dimensional diffusion tensor fields from MRI tensor projections. Here the 2D reconstruction 

algorithms are extended to 3D. Present work proposes a more general formulation of the 

decomposition for the case of 2D second order tensor fields.

This paper presents filter backprojection algorithms for reconstructing 3D second order 

tensor fields from either 3D planar or 3D line measurements. A Helmholtz-type of decomposition 

is proposed for tensor fields. Using this decomposition, a Fourier projection theorem is formulated 

in terms of the solenoidal and irrotational components of the tensor field. From that, it is shown 

that the solenoidal component of the tensor field can be reconstructed either from a single set of X-

ray directional measurements, a single set of Radon directional measurements, or a combination of 

X-ray and Radon directional measurements. Results of computer simulations are presented. A 

diffusion tensor field in a cylindrical phantom intended to simulate the mid-ventricular region of 

the heart, was used in the simulations. The simulations verify the application’s validity to the 

reconstruction three-dimensional tensor fields from Radon projections. 
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THEORY

Directional Projection Measurements of Tensor Fields

In reference to Figures 1 and 2, directional X-ray and Radon projections of tensor fields are

defined. Let x=( x , y , z )  be a point in ℜ
3

 and let the components t ij( x )  of the tensor field

T ( x )  be real, rapidly decreasing C∞

 functions defined on ℜ
3

. For the tensor field

T ( x )=[
t xx t xy t xz
t yx t yy t yz
t zx t zy t zz ]( x )

 , (1)

the 3D directional X-ray transform of T ( x )  is defined by

pθτ
(s ;θ )=∫

ℜ
∑
i , j

θi t ij( s+l θ ) τ j dl
 , (2a)

or

pθτ
(s ;θ )=∫

ℜ

θT T ( s+ lθ ) τ dl
 ,

(2b)

and the 3D directional Radon transformation of T ( x ) is defined by

rθτ
( t ;θ )=∫

ℜ
3
∑
i , j

θ i t ij( x ) τ j δ ( x⋅θ−t )d x
  , (3a)

or

rθτ
( t ;θ )=∫

ℜ
3
θT T ( x )τ δ ( x⋅θ−t )d x

  ,

(3b)

where  θ , τ  are  three-dimensional  directional  unit  vectors.  These  are  directional  projection

measurements defined by the directional unit vectors θ , τ . For vector fields, Prince [20] refers to
10



them as probe measurements. In 2D Braun and Hauck [32] identify projection measurements as

transverse and longitudinal measurements, that correspond to the use of directional unit vectors

θ  and θ¿

, orthogonal to θ , respectively. 

For the orthogonal vectors θ , α , and β , we define the following directional Radon

projection measurements as elements of the matrix

R( t ;θ )=[
rθθ rθα r θβ

rαθ r αα rαβ

r βθ r βα r ββ ]( t ;θ )

 , (4)

and the directional X-ray projection measurements as elements of the matrix

P(u ,v ;θ)=[
pθθ pθα pθβ

pαθ pαα pαβ

pβθ pβα pββ ](u , v ;θ )

 , (5)

where

θ=(sin θ cosφ ,sin θ sin φ,cosθ )  , (6)

α=(−sin φ ,cosφ ,0 )  ,

(7)

β=(−cosθ cosφ ,−cosθ sin φ ,sinθ ) .

(8)

Projection Theorem for Directional X-ray Projections  

The following derives a central section theorem (projection theorem) for the directional X-

ray projection of a tensor field. For the derivation, we write the directional projection of a tensor

field in the form of the integral of a matrix equation:

P(u ,v ;θ)=∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( t θ+uα+v β )θ dt
 , (9)

where ( t , u , v )∈ℜ
3

, and
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θ=[
sin θ cosφ −sin φ −cosθ cosφ
sin θ sin φ cosφ −cosθ sin φ
cosθ 0 sin θ ]

 , (10)

and the columns of the matrix   are the following three orthogonal directional vectors θ , α ,

and β  defined in (6)-(8). Note that we use the notation without underline to denote the matrix

θ and with the underline to denote the vector θ .

The Fourier transform of P is defined as

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

P (u , v ;θ )e−2 πi (uvu+ vvv) dudv
 , (11)

where the Fourier transform of the matrix  P(u , v ;θ)  is defined by taking the usual Fourier

transform of each component. Substituting the expression for the directional projection of a tensor

field, one obtains

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( tθ+uα+vβ )θ dt e
−2 πi(uvu+vvv )dudv

 . (12)

If we change variables t  x, then

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( x )θ e
−2 πi (x⋅α vu+ x⋅β v v )d x

 . (13)

This leads to the following formulation of the central section theorem:
~P (vu , vv ;θ )=θT~T (α vu+β vv)θ  , (14)

or
~Pθτ

(ν ;θ )=θT~T (ν )θ  , (15)

where ν⋅θ=0 and ν=(ν t , νu , νv)∈ℜ
3

.
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Projection Theorem for Directional Radon Projections  

In this section we derive a central section theorem (projection theorem) for the directional

Radon projection of a tensor field. The following is the directional Radon projection of a tensor

field in the form of the matrix equation

R( t ;θ )=∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( t θ+uα+v β )θ dudv
 . (16)

The Fourier transform of R is

~R(vt ;θ)=∫
−∞

∞

R( t ;θ )e−2 π ivt t dt
 ,

(17)

where  t  and  νt  are  elements  of  ℜ .  Substituting  the  expression  for  the  directional

projection of a tensor field, one obtains

~R(v t ;θ)=∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( t θ+uα+v β )θ dudve−2 π ivt t dt
 .

(18)

 If we change variables, t    x, then

~R(v t ;θ)=θT (∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

∫
−∞

∞

T ( x )e−2 π ivt x⋅θ d x )θ
 . (19)

This leads to the following formulation of the central section theorem for the directional Radon

transform of a tensor field:
~R(v t ;θ)=θT~T (v t θ)θ  . (20)

Tensor Field Decomposition  

It  was  shown  by  Sharafutdinov  in  [51],  that  a  smooth  symmetric  tensor  field  which

vanishes  rapidly  at  infinity  can  be  decomposed  in  a  unique  way  as
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t ij( x )=tij
S
( x )+

1
2 (∂i φ j ( x )+∂ j φi ( x ))

where  φ( x )  is  a  vector  potential  and  T S ( x ) is  a

symmetric  solenoidal  tensor  field,  which is  divergence free:  ∑i
∂i t ij

S
( x )=∑ j

∂ j t ij
S
( x )=0

.

This is a generalization of the well-known vector field decomposition described by Helmholz [22].

Here we will consider a similar decomposition, but explicitly specify the solenoidal component as

a curl of a tensor potential as is done in the Helmholz vector field decomposition. 

We consider the following decomposition of a symmetric tensor field T:

T ( x )=TΨ
S
( x )+T Φ

I
( x )  , (21)

where  the  solenoidal  component  T Ψ
S
( x )  is  a  symmetric  tensor  and  is  divergence  free  and

T Φ
I
( x )  is a symmetric tensor. The solenoidal and irrotational components will be specified as

follows:

T Ψ
S
( x )=∇×Ψ ( x )  , (22)

T Φ
I
( x )=∇ Φ ( x )+[∇ Φ ( x ) ]

T
 ,

(23)

Ψ ( x )=[
0

∂ Χ 1

∂ z −
∂ Χ 1

∂ y

−
∂ Χ 2

∂ z 0
∂Χ 2

∂ x
∂Χ 3

∂ y −
∂ Χ 3

∂ x 0 ]( x )

 , (24)

where we define the notation ∇×Ψ ( x ) as

14



∇×Ψ ( x )=[
∂ Ψ zx

∂ y −
∂ Ψ yx

∂ z
∂Ψ zy

∂ y −
∂ Ψ yy

∂ z
∂ Ψ zz

∂ y −
∂Ψ yz

∂ z
∂ Ψ xx

∂ z −
∂ Ψ zx

∂ x
∂ Ψ xy

∂ z −
∂ Ψ zy

∂ x
∂ Ψ xz

∂ z −
∂Ψ zz

∂ x
∂Ψ yx

∂ x −
∂Ψ xx

∂ y
∂Ψ yy

∂ x −
∂Ψ xy

∂ y
∂Ψ yz

∂ x −
∂Ψ xz

∂ y
]( x )

 , (25)

Φ ( x )=[
Φ 1
Φ2
Φ3 ]( x )

 , (26)

and

∇Φ ( x )=[
∂

∂ x
∂
∂ y
∂
∂ z

] [ Φ1 Φ 2 Φ 3 ]( x )=[
∂Φ 1

∂ x
∂ Φ2

∂ x
∂Φ3

∂ x
∂Φ 1

∂ y
∂ Φ2

∂ y
∂Φ3

∂ y
∂Φ 1

∂ z
∂ Φ2

∂ z
∂Φ3

∂ z
]( x )

 . (27)

This combines the results of Sharafutdinov [51] with that of the Helmholtz decomposition for

vector fields where the solenoidal is the curl of a vector potential and the irrotational component is

the gradient of a scalar potential. From the above decomposition we see that for a second order

tensor the solenoidal component is the curl of a tensor potential and the irrotational component is

the gradient of a vector potential.

Now the Fourier transform of the tensor field decomposition gives
~T (v )=~T Ψ

S
(v )+~T Φ

I
(v )  , (28)

where
~T Ψ

S
(v )=2 πi [ v×~Ψ (v ) ]  , (29)
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~T Φ
I
( v )=2 πi [ v~Φ (v )]+2 πi [ v~Φ ( v )]

T
 ,

(30)

and

~Ψ (v )=[
0 vz

~Χ1 (v ) −v y
~Χ1 (v )

−v z
~Χ 2 (v ) 0 vx

~Χ 2( v )

v y
~Χ 3 (v ) −vx

~Χ 3( v ) 0 ]
 , (31)

~Φ (v )=[
~Φ1
~Φ2
~Φ3

](v )

 . (32)

Note that the solenoidal component of the tensor field depends upon three scalar functions as does

the irrotational component.

Since  the  divergence  free  condition  for  the  solenoidal  component  of  the  tensor  is

∑ j
ν j tij

S
(ν )=0

,  another  way  to  interpret  the  decomposition  is  one  of  separating  the

components, in Fourier space, that are parallel to the frequency ν . The solenoidal component is

then given simply by projecting the Fourier transform of the tensor onto the plane orthogonal to
ν [51].

From the central section theorem for the directional X-ray transform, we know that

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=[
~pθθ ~pθα ~pθβ

~pαθ ~pαα ~pαβ

~pβθ ~p βα ~pββ ]( vu , vv ;θ )=θT ~T (vu α+vv β )θ

 . (33)

Expanding the term on the right, we have
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~P (vu , vv ;θ )=2 πiθT
[(vu α+vv β )×~Ψ (vu α+vv β ) ]θ

+2 πiθT
[(vu α+vv β )

~Φ (vuα+vv β ) ]θ

+2 πiθT
[(vu α+vv β )~Φ (vuα+vv β ) ]

T θ  (34)

In the following we will evaluate the solenoidal and irrotational components of this expression. 

For the solenoidal term, we have

θT~T Ψ
S
( vu α+vv β )θ=2 πiθT

[(vu α+vv β )×~Ψ (vu α+vv β )]θ

=2 πi [
(θT~T Ψ

S θ )θθ (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )θα (θT~T Ψ

S θ )θβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )αθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )αα (θT~T Ψ
S θ )αβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )βθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )βα (θT~T Ψ
S θ )ββ

](vu α+vv β )

 , (35)

and for the irrotational term, we have

θT~T Φ
I

(vuα+vv β )θ=

2 πiθT
{(vuα+vv β )~Φ ( vu α+vv β )+[( vu α+vv β )~Φ (vuα+vv β )]

T
}θ

=2 πi [
(θT ~T Φ

I θ )θθ (θT ~T Φ
I θ )θα (θT ~T Φ

I θ )θβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )αθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )αα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )αβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )βθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )βα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )ββ

](vu α+vv β )

 

(36)

Symbolically, we write the Fourier transform of the directional X-ray projection as

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=[
~pθθ ~pθα ~pθβ

~pαθ ~pαα ~pαβ

~pβθ ~p βα ~pββ ]( vu , vv ;θ )=[
X X X
X X X
X X X ]+[

0 X X
X X X
X X X ]

 ,

(37)

where the  solenoidal  component  (the  first  matrix)  and the  irrotational  component  (the  second
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matrix) are given in Appendix II.

From the central section theorem for the directional Radon transform, we know that

~R(vt ;θ)=[
~r θθ ~r θα ~r θβ

~r αθ ~r αα ~r αβ

~r βθ ~r βα ~r ββ ](v t ;θ )=θT ~T ( vt θ )θ

 .

(38)

Expressing this in terms of the decomposition, we have

~R(v t ;θ)=2 πiθT
[ ( vt θ )×~Ψ (v t θ ) ]θ

+2 πiθT
[ (v t θ)

~Φ ( vt θ )]θ

+2 πiθT
[ (v t θ)~Φ ( vt θ )]

T θ (39)

Again in the following we evaluate the solenoidal and irrotational components of this expression. 

For the solenoidal component, we have
~T Ψ

S
(v t θ )=2 πiθT

[ (vt θ)×~Ψ (v t θ ) ]θ

=2 πi [
(θT~T Ψ

S θ )θθ (θT~T Ψ
S θ )θα (θT ~T Ψ

S θ )θβ

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )αθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )αα (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )αβ

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )βθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )βα (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )ββ

]( vt θ )

 
(40)

and for the irrotational component, we have
~T Φ

I
(v t θ )=2 πiθT

{( v t θ )~Φ (v t θ )+[( vt θ )~Φ ( vt θ )]
T
}θ

=2 πi [
(θT ~T Φ

I θ )θθ (θT ~T Φ
I θ )θα (θT ~T Φ

I θ )θβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )αθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )αα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )αβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )βθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )βα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )ββ

](vt θ )
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(41)

Symbolically, we write the Fourier transform of the directional Radon projection as

~R(v t ;θ)=[
~r θθ ~r θα ~r θβ

~r αθ ~r αα ~r αβ

~r βθ ~r βα ~r ββ ](v t ;θ )=[
0 0 0
0 X X
0 X X ]+[

X X X
X 0 0
X 0 0 ]

,

(42)

where the  solenoidal  component  (the  first  matrix)  and the  irrotational  component  (the  second

matrix) are given in Appendix III.

From (37) and (43), one can make the following statements: Statement 1. Measurement of

pθθ
 on one Orlov circle [85] and measurement of rαα

 and r ββ
 over 4 π will specify

the solenoidal  component.  Statement  2.  Measurement  of  pθθ
 on three Orlov’s circles  will

specify the solenoidal component. Statement 3. Measurement of rθθ
, rθα

, and rθβ
 over

4 π  will specify the irrotational component. Statement 4. Measurement of rαα
, rαβ

, and

r ββ
 over 4 π  will specify the solenoidal component.

Tensor Field Reconstruction Using Directional Radon Projections  

In developing reconstruction formulae for tensor fields, we will first consider the 

straightforward reconstruction of the elements of the tensor field from directional Radon 

projection measurements. The following sections will give formulae for the reconstruction of 

solenoidal and irrotational components of the tensor field. From (16), we can write

R( t ;θ )=θT [
t̂ xx t̂ xy t̂ xz

t̂ yx t̂ yy t̂ yz

t̂ zx t̂ zy t̂ zz
]( t ;θ )θ ¿θT T̂ ( t ;θ )θ

, (43)

where t̂ ij ( t ;θ ) are the projections of each individual tensor component. Solving the matrix 
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equation for T̂ , we have

T̂ ( t ;θ )=[
t̂ xx t̂ xy t̂ xz

t̂ yx t̂ yy t̂ yz

t̂ zx t̂ zy t̂ zz
]( t ;θ )=θR( t ;θ )θT

 .

(44)

The reconstuction can be written using Radon’s inversion formula:

T ( x )=−
1

8 π 2∬
4 π

∂
2

∂ t2 θR( x⋅θ ;θ )θT sin(θ )dθdφ
 . (45)

The expression in (45) gives an equation for the reconstruction of each element of the tensor in 

terms of the Radon inverse of a linear sum of directional Radon projection measurements.

Solenoidal Reconstruction Using Directional Radon Projections rαα
, rαβ

, and r ββ

Next we consider the reconstruction of solenoidal and irrotational components of the tensor

field. We derive an algorithm for the reconstruction of the solenoidal component of the tensor field

from directional Radon projections,  which are the solenoidal Radon measurements.   From the

projection theorem we have the following three equations (C7), (C8), and (C11) that give the

Fourier transform of the directional Radon projections  rαα
,  rαβ

, and r ββ
 in terms of the

Fourier transform of the three unknowns Χ 1 , Χ 2 , and Χ 3  of the tensor potential. Writing

this  in  matrix  notation  gives  the  following  matrix  equation  (change the  sign in  the  second

column):

[
~r αα

~r αβ

~r ββ ](νt ;θ )=2 π ivt
2[

cos2θ cos2φ −cos2 θ sin2 φ sin2 θ

−
1
2 cos (θ )sin(2 φ ) −

1
2 cos(θ )sin(2 φ ) 0

sin2φ −cos2 φ 0 ][
~Χ 1
~Χ 2
~Χ 3

](ν t θ )

.(46)

Solving for 
~Χ 1 , 

~Χ 2 , and 
~Χ 3 , we have
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[
~Χ 1
~Χ 2
~Χ 3

](νt θ )=
1

2 π ivt
2 [

0 −sec(θ )cot (φ ) 1
0 −sec(θ ) tan( φ) −1

csc2
(θ ) 2 cot (θ)csc (θ )cot (2 φ ) −cot 2

(θ ) ][
~r αα

~r αβ

~r ββ ](ν t ;θ )

.

(47)

If  C i
ξζ

are the elements of the matrix in (47), then we have the following expression for the

second derivative of the projections Χ̂ i of the elements of the tensor potential

∂
2 Χ̂ i

∂ t2 ( t ;θ )=C i
αα rαα

( t ;θ )+C i
αβ r αβ

( t ;θ )+C i
ββ r ββ

( t ;θ )
 . (48)

From the Radon inversion formula

Χ i( x )=−
1

8π 2∬
4 π

∂
2

∂ t2 Χ̂ ( x⋅θ ;θ )sin(θ )dθdφ
 ,

(49)

we have the following expression for the reconstruction of the elements of the tensor potential

Χ i( x )=−
1

8 π 2∬
4 π

[ C i
αα rαα

( x⋅θ ;θ)+C i
αβ r αβ

( x⋅θ ;θ )+C i
ββ r ββ

( x⋅θ ;θ ) ]sin(θ )dθdφ
.

(50)

The expression  in  (50)  gives  a  weighted  backprojection-type algorithm for  reconstructing  the

tensor potential components Χ 1 , Χ 2 , and Χ 3 . The algorithm involves the backprojection

of a weighted sum of the solenoidal Radon measurements. Note to reconstruct the tensor potential

elements Χ 1 , Χ 2 , and Χ 3  no filtering is required as is the case in scalar tomography.

Irrotational Reconstruction Using Directional Radon Projections rθθ
, rθα

, and rθβ

Next we look at the reconstruction of the irrotational component of the tensor field from

directional Radon projections.  From the projection theorem we have the following three equations

(C13), (C14), and (C15) that give the Fourier transform of the directional Radon projections rθθ
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, rθα
, and rθβ

 (the irrotational Radon measurements) in terms of the Fourier transform of the

three unknowns Φ1 ,  Φ2 , and Φ3  of the vector potential. Writing this in matrix notation

gives the following matrix equation:

[
~r θθ

~r θα

~r θβ ](ν t ;θ )=2 π ivt [
2sin(θ )cos(φ ) 2sin(θ )sin(φ ) 2 cos(θ )

−sin(φ ) cos( φ) 0
−cos(θ )cos( φ) −cos(θ )sin (φ) sin(θ ) ][

~Φ1
~Φ2
~Φ3

](νt θ )

. (51)

Solving for 
~Φ1 , 

~Φ2 , and 
~Φ3  we have

[
~Φ1
~Φ 2
~Φ 3

](ν t θ )=
1

2 π ivt [
sin(θ )cos (φ)

2 −sin (φ ) −cos(θ )cos( φ)

sin (θ )sin(φ )
2 cos (φ ) −cos (θ)sin(φ )

cos(θ )

2 0 sin (θ)
][
~r θθ

~r θα

~r θβ ](νt ;θ )

 . (52)

If  C i
ξζ

are the elements of the matrix in (49), then we have the following expression for the

derivative of the projections Φ̂ i  of the elements of the vector potential

∂Φ̂i

∂ t ( t ;θ)=C i
θθr θθ

( t ;θ )+C i
θαr θα

( t ;θ )+C i
θβ rθβ

( t ;θ )
 . (53)

From the Radon inversion formula

Φi( x )=−
1

8π 2∬
4 π

∂
2

∂ t2 Φ̂ ( x⋅θ ;θ )sin(θ )dθdφ
 ,

(54)

we have the following expression for the reconstruction of the elements of the vector potential

Φ i( x )=−
1

8 π 2∬
4 π

∂
∂ t [ C i

θθ rθθ
( x⋅θ ;θ )

2 +C i
θα rθα

( x⋅θ ;θ )+C i
θβr θβ

( x⋅θ ;θ) ]sin(θ )dθdφ
 . (55)
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The expression in (55) is a filtered backprojection-type algorithm. The filter is a first derivative

operation that differs from the normal second derivative filter obtained from the Radon inversion.

We see that the reconstruction of the components Φ1 , Φ2 , and Φ3  of the vector potential

of the irrotational  component  is  given in terms of the backprojection of the derivative of the

weighted sum of the irrotational Radon measurements.

Solenoidal  Reconstruction  Using  Directional  X-Ray  Projections pθθ
,  and  Directional

Radon Projections rαα
, and r ββ

We see from the expressions above that the solenoidal component can be reconstructed

from totally solenoidal Radon measurements or from totally solenoidal X-ray measurements. The

natural question is can these be combined in a way to give another reconstruction formula for the

reconstruction of the solenoidal component in terms of a combination of directional Radon and

directional X-ray measurements? In this section we derive a filtered backprojection algorithm for

the reconstruction of the solenoidal component of the tensor field from a combination of such

measurements. From the projection theorem we have the following three equations (B3), (C7), and

(C11) that give the Fourier transform of the directional X-ray projection 
~pθθ

 and the directional

Radon projections  ~r αα
and  ~r ββ

in  terms of  the Fourier  transform of the three  unknowns

Χ 1 , Χ 2 , and Χ 3  of the tensor potential:

~pθθ
(νu α+νv β ;θ )=

2 πi [ (cos (θ )cos (φ )νu−sin (φ )νν)
2~Χ 1−(cos (θ )sin (φ )νu+cos (φ)νν )

2~Χ 2+sin 2
(θ )νu

2 ~Χ 3 ](νu α+νv β )

(56)

~r αα
( vt ;θ ' )=2 π ivt

2
[ cos2

(θ ' )cos2
(φ ' )~Χ 1 (vt θ ' )−cos2

(θ ' )sin2
(φ ' )~Χ 2( vt θ ' )+sin2

(θ ' )~Χ 3(v t θ ' )] ,

(57)
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~r ββ
( v t ;θ ' )=2 π ivt

2
[sin2

(φ ' )~Χ 1(v t θ ' )−cos2
(φ ' )~Χ 2 (v t θ ' )]  ,

(58)

where νt θ '=νu α+νv β  . Writing this in matrix notation gives the following matrix equation:

[
~pθθ

(νu ,νν ;θ )
~r αα

(νt ;θ ' )
~r ββ

(ν t ;θ ' ) ]=

2 πi [
( cos(θ )cos(φ )νu−sin(φ )νv )

2
−(cos (θ )sin(φ )νu+cos (φ )νv)

2 sin2
(θ)νu

2

ν
v
2 sin2

(θ )(νusin φ+νv cos θ cosφ )
2

ν
u2+ν

v2cos2θ

−ν
v
2sin2

(θ )(νu cos φ−νv cosθ sin φ )
2

ν
u2+ν

v2cos2θ
ν

u2+ν
v 2cos2θ

(ν
u2+ν

v2 )(νu cos φ−νv cosθ sin φ )
2

ν
u2+ν

v2 cos2θ

−(ν
u2+ν

v2 )(νusin φ+νv cosθ cos φ )
2

ν
u2+ν

v2cos2θ
0 ] [

~Χ 1
~Χ 2
~Χ 3

](ν t θ ' )

(59)

Solving for 
~Χ 1 , 

~Χ 2 , and 
~Χ 3 , we have 

[
~Χ 1
~Χ 2
~Χ 3

](ν t θ ' )=
1

2 πi [
~C1

θθ ~C1
αα ~C1

ββ

~C2
θθ ~C2

αα ~C2
ββ

~C3
θθ ~C3

αα ~C3
ββ ] [

~pθθ
(νu , νν ;θ )

~r αα
(νt ;θ ' )

~r ββ
(νt ;θ ' ) ]

 , (60)

where  
~C i

ξζ
 are  elements  of  the  Fourier  transform of  the matrix  C .  The matrix  

~C  is

presented in the following Mathematica format:
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If  
~̂Χ i

θθ
(νu , νv ;θ )=

~C i
θθ

(νu , νv)
~pθθ

(νu , νv ;θ ) ,  
~Χ i

αα
(νt ;θ ' )=~C i

αα
(νt )

~r αα
(ν t ;θ ' ) ,  and

~Χ i
ββ

(νt ;θ ' )=~C i
ββ

(ν t )
~r ββ

(νt ;θ ' )  then we have the Fourier inverse of these components giving

the  filtered  directional  projections:  Χ i
θθ

(u , v ;θ )=C i
θθ ⊗ pθθ

(u , v ;θ ) ,

Χ i
αα

( t ;θ ' )=Ci
αα

( t )⊗r αα
( t ;θ ' ) , and Χ i

ββ
( t ;θ ' )=C i

ββ
( t )⊗ r ββ

( t ;θ ' ) . Note the difference in

arguments between the filtered directional Radon projections and the filtered directional  X-ray

projections.  Since  these  are  filtered  projections  the  backprojection  gives  us  the  following

reconstruction of the elements of the tensor potential:

Χ i( x )=∬
Ω

[ Χ i
θθ

( x⋅α , x⋅β ;θ )]sin (θ )dθdφ

+∬
Ω

[ Χ i
αα

( x⋅θ ';θ ' )+ Χ̂ i
ββ

( x⋅θ ';θ ' )]sin (θ ' ) dθ ' dφ
 . (61)

Note  that  the  coefficients  C i
ξζ

 are  Fourier  inverses  of  
~C i

ξς
 which  are  fairly  complex

expressions. In implementing such an algorithm it may be easier to perform the filtering first in

frequency space then perform the Fourier inverse followed by the backprojection given in (61).
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 DISCUSSION

Reconstruction  formulae are  presented  for  reconstructing  solenoidal  and  irrotational

components of 3D tensor fields from directional Radon and X-ray projections. Fourier projection

theorems were derived for the irrotational and solenoidal components of the tensor field. The

Fourier  projection  theorems  provide  relationships  between  the  solenoidal  and  irrotational

components and the directional projection measurements for X-ray and Radon measurements.

These relationships illustrate which directional measurements are totally related to the solenoidal

component and which are totally related to the irrotational component. These relationships show

how the projections of a tensor field are to be sampled in order to recover the full tensor field and

they lead to easy derivations of Fourier, filtered backprojection, and convolution backprojection

reconstruction algorithms.  This work provides a framework and structure to tensor tomography

experiments that can be useful for application of either analytical filter backprojection or iterative

reconstruction algorithms in the processing of acquired data. If appropriate projections cannot be

formed from an experiment (for example, approximations which are required for MRI diffusion

projection  data)  then  those  projections  can  be  processed  by  iterative  algorithms.  Iterative

reconstruction algorithms are also appropriate for reconstruction of 3D tensor fields using the

same techniques previously implemented for reconstruction of 2D vector fields [21,40,47,48]. 

Even though formulations are given for the reconstruction of 3D second order tensor fields

from both directional Radon and directional X-ray measurements, only results of simulations using

directional  Radon projections  are provided. The implementation  of 3D reconstructions  from

directional  X-ray  projections  can  be  more  complicated  since  the  filtering  depends  upon  very

general projection sampling schemes that must include a great circle. This is an area of research

that will be investigated in the future. Also, the formulations for the reconstruction of tensor fields

from a mixture of directional Radon and directional X-ray projections suggest the potential for

future algorithm investigations.

The  reconstruction  of  tensor  fields  is  computationally more  involved  than  the

reconstruction  of  scalar  fields.  Even though the tensor  was symmetric  in  our  simulations,  we

reconstructed all nine components of the tensor field. The reconstructions of the  32×32×32
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tensor fields required approximately one hour. This included time to simulate the projections. The

reconstruction of the nine elements took more than nine times the time to perform one scalar

reconstruction because of the additional  multiplications  of sines and cosines in the expression

given in (45).

The approach taken in this study was to decompose the tensor field into a curl of a tensor

potential (solenoidal component) and a gradient of a vector potential (irrotational component).

This  decomposition  directly  relates  to  tomography.  The  decomposition  is  not  necessary  for

obtaining a reconstruction algorithm for tensor fields however it provides a window into what

tomography may be used for and what it may help to accomplish. The decomposition shows what

projection  samples  affect  each  component  of  the  decomposition.  In  the  case  of  2D  vector

tomography, Braun and Hauck [32] showed that the longitudinal and transverse measurements,

which correspond to the use of directional measurements equal to θ  and orthogonal to θ¿

,

reconstruct  the irrotational  and solenoidal  components  of  a  vector  field,  respectively.  In three

dimensions,  one  might  consider  longitudinal  measurements  to  be  along  θ  and  transverse

measurements are clear once the two transverse vectors are specified for which the choice is not

unique. Prince [20] used the expression irrotational measurements to refer to the probe transform

acquired  using the  probe  p=θ  (directional  Radon transform  rθ
of a  vector  field  in  our

terminology). Similarly, he used the expression solenoidal measurements to refer to the pair of

probe transform measurements acquired using probes  p1=α  and  p2= β , which are both

orthogonal to  θ . Here we see that for tensor fields the directional Radon transforms,  rθθ
,

rθα
, and rθβ

, are solenoidal measurements and rαα
, rαβ

, and r ββ
 are the irrotational

measurements.

Sharafutdinov does explicitly represent the solenoid part in terms of  Χ 1 ,Χ 2 , Χ 3  as in

equation (13). Even thought this representation is elegant, it brings a number of problems that are

apparent in the paper. First there is no proof that this decomposition always exists with well-
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behaved  functions  Χ 1( x , y , z ) , Χ 2 ( x , y , z ) , Χ 3 ( x , y , z ) .  Second  the  Χ i ’s  have  no

intuitive  physical  meaning.  Third  the vector  ( Χ 1 , Χ 2 , Χ 3 ) is  not a vector  that  is  it  does not

transform as a vector when you rotate the system of coordinates, which further undermine any

intuitive  meaning.  Fourth  and  more  importantly,  the  calculation  of  the  Χ i ’s  involves

singularities, which are apparent from sec(θ )  and cot(φ )  in equation (50). Hence the integral

over  θ  and  φ  in equation (53) is not defined (I do not think that these singularities are

integrable) unless maybe if the data are noise-free (consistent). This means that equation (53) is not

well defined. However, the decomposition in Χ i ’s is not used in the simulations which directly

reconstructs the solenoid part of the tensor.

The decomposition can be especially useful in an MRI experiment.  If the diffusion tensor

field is totally solenoidal (as is almost the case for the simulation we used in this paper) then the X-

ray directional measurement pθθ
 over three great circles can specify the solenoidal component

or the directional Radon projections  rαα
,  r ββ

 and directional X-ray projections  pθθ
 over

one  great  circle  together  can  specify  the  solenoidal  component.  This  is  ideal  for  an  MRI

experiment since cross terms are not required which cannot be obtained directly in an single scan

[19]. Whereas, cross terms are required for reconstructing the irrotational component. Therefore,

the knowledge that the tensor field is totally solenoidal can be important a priori information.

Expressing the decomposition in terms of scalar tensor and scalar vector potentials gives

some flexibility in how algorithms are implemented. Analytical algorithms can be implemented to

reconstruct  the  potential  functions,  from which  the  tensor  field  is  determined  by  performing

appropriate derivative operations, or the tensor field can be determined directly. In the case of the

tensor potential we found that singularities existed in the implementation of the filter function.

However, these same singularities did not exist if the solenoidal component of the tensor field was

reconstructed directly.

A cardiac diffusion tensor field was chosen in our simulations to investigate the potential
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application  to  MRI cardiac  diffusion-tensor imaging. Our  aim is  to  use  MRI diffusion-tensor

imaging to determine the fiber bundle orientation [2]-[5] in the myocardium from which one can

specify a material axis for mechanical models [9]- [13] and identify conductive pathways [15] in

order  to develop electrical  models  of the heart.  Thirty  years ago Streeter  and his colleagues

quantified systematically the helical myocardial fiber structure [57]-[60] and more recent studies

have  been  performed  to  do  the  same  [63]-[65].  Comparison  of  diffusion-tensor  MRI  and

histologic  studies  have  shown  that  the  principal  eigenvector  is  nearly  parallel  to  the  fiber

orientation in myocardial tissue [61], [62]. 

 The model of the heart muscle mechanics is based on the passive and active behavior

of  skeletal  muscle  [9]-[13],  in  which  the  muscle  is  described  by  a  quasi-incompressible

transversely isotropic hyperelastic material [9], [66], [67]. The transversely isotropic material is

defined relative to fiber bundle sheaths of a specified helical orientation in a manner similar to

those used for skeletal muscle [66], [67]. Not only can MRI provide this structural information

about  fiber  orientation  (from  diffusion  tensor  imaging)  needed  for  the  development  of

mechanical  models,  but  it  can  also  provide  in  vivo strain  measurements  [6]-[8]  that  can  be

compared  to  strain  calculations  obtained  from  the  model.  The  characterization  of  cardiac

deformation  through strain measurements  is  an important  part  of the process of determining

cardiac  viability  [68],  quantifying  ischemic  injury,  and  evaluating  perfusion  by  correlating

perfusion with measures of strain [69]. 

The specification of cardiac diffusion tensor fields could also have potential application is

the reconstruction of conductivity tensor fields in biological tissue [15]. This would be useful in

the specification of the forward problems in solving the inverse MCG problem [70]. 

Tensor tomography could also have important  application in  brain.  Already diffusion-

tensor MRI is becoming an important application in the diagnosis of several brain disorders with

the primary application in the diagnosis of acute stroke and ischemia [71]-[74]. It has also been

found to be useful in diagnosing several other disorders. One of the most recent developments is

the mapping of axon tracts in white matter for better characterization of white matter disease, as

well as determining the correlation between function and morphology [75], [76], determining the
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correlation between activation and white matter connectivity [77], [78], for surgical planning,

and for the study of remodeling of function following brain injury [79].

Therefore, extensive work has already been accomplished in developing techniques for

measuring diffusion tensor fields using MRI without computed tomography. The question is,

will  tensor  computed  tomography  provide  a  more  accurate  and  more  efficient  method  for

obtaining distributions  of diffusion tensors in tissue, using MRI? The approach that is  being

proposed in this paper needs to be compared with these established MRI techniques as well as

with new approaches that are presently being pursued. In one new approach [16], projections are

formed of diffusion weighted MR images (not projections of the tensor field as we are proposing

here).  These  projections  are  reconstructed  to  form  diffusion-weighted  images.  With  the

application of different diffusion gradient weights, the spatial distribution of the diffusion tensor

can be calculated. In the approach being proposed here, it has been shown that in order to form

the projections of the diffusion tensor field, a linear approximation of the exponential attenuator

in the expression for the diffusion-weighted signal must be made [19]. Also, manipulations of

measurements need to be made in order to obtain desired scalar projection measurements of the

diffusion  tensor  field.  The  reconstruction  of  the  projections  yields  a  spin  density  weighted

diffusion tensor field. It is necessary to divide this by the reconstruction of the spin density to

obtain the actual diffusion tensor field. Work still must be performed to verify whether this more

indirect approach is more accurate than approaches that use conventional spin warp imaging or

that use new tomographic techniques. It is possible that MRI tensor tomography is more efficient

and  less  sensitive  to  strain  modulation  than  methods  previously  proposed  for  imaging  of

diffusion tensor fields in the heart [2]-[5].

The results here may have application in  other areas of medical imaging as well. For

example, tensor tomography may be useful for in vivo mapping of cardiac deformation as it may

provide a technique to obtain three-dimensional distributions of strain and stress tensor fields in

the myocardium. It is interesting to note that various non-tomographic techniques using MRI

have already  made significant  advancements  towards  being able  to  obtain  three-dimensional

strain  maps  of  the  myocardium [80]-[84].  Presently,  one  question  must  be  answered before
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tensor tomography can be applied to this problem: Can projections of strain and stress tensor

fields be measured with a particular imaging modality?

In summary, tensor tomography builds upon the significant amount of work performed

over the last ten years in vector tomography. The continuation of work in this area offers the

potential for significant new mathematical developments in the field of inverse problems. The

development of new algorithms in tensor tomography may have important application to in vivo

mapping of brain diffusion tensors and cardiac strain, stress, diffusion, and conductivity tensors

using  MRI.  Also,  there  is  the  potential  for  application  to  other  imaging  modalities  that  use

acoustic  or  electrical  magnetic  radiation  to  measure  tensor  quantities  in  biological  tissues.

Information about the diffusion tensor field in the myocardium has direct application to both

modeling of the mechanical properties, which are defined relative to the fiber bundle position and

orientation in the heart which can be determined from a map of the diffusion tensor field, and to

electrical conductivity properties in the heart which can also be inferred from the diffusion tensor

field. These aspects of tensor tomography present fascinating areas of potential new research.

Most  certainly  the  advent  of  tensor  tomography  has  created  a  rich  arena  for  mathematical

development.
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APPENDIX I (Two-Dimensional Reconstruction of Tensor Fields)

The projection of a two-dimensional tensor field is

P(u;θ )=∫
−∞

∞

θT T ( t θ¿
+u θ )θ dt

 , (A1)

where

θ=[cosθ −sin θ
sin θ cosθ ]  , (A2)

and the columns of the matrix are the two vectors:

θ=(cosθ ,sin θ )  , (A3)

and

θ¿
=(−sin θ ,cosθ )  . (A4)

The elements of the matrix P are

P(u;θ )=[ pθθ
(u ;θ ) pθθ¿

(u ;θ)

pθ¿ θ
(u;θ ) pθ¿ θ¿

(u ;θ ) ]  . (A5)

The central section theorem is 
~P (v ;θ )=θT ~T ( vθ )θ  . (A6)

We will consider the following decomposition of the two-dimensional tensor field T:

T ( x )=TΨ
S
( x )+T Φ

I
( x )  , (A7)

where 

Ψ ( x )=[
0 0 0
0 0 0

∂ Χ
∂ y −

∂ Χ
∂ x 0 ]

, (A8)
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Φ ( x )=[
Φ 1
Φ2
0 ]( x )

 , (A9)

result in

T Ψ
S
( x )=∇×Ψ ( x )=[

∂
2 Χ

∂ y2 −
∂

2 Χ
∂ x ∂ y

−
∂

2 Χ
∂ x∂ y

∂
2 Χ

∂ x2 ]
 , (A10)

T Φ
I
( x )=∇ Φ ( x )+[∇ Φ ( x ) ]

T
 , (A11)

or

T Φ
I
( x )=∇ Φ ( x )=[

2
∂Φ x ( x )

∂ x
∂Φ y( x )

∂ x +
∂Φ x ( x )

∂ y
∂Φ y ( x )

∂ x +
∂ Φ x( x )

∂ y 2
∂Φ y( x )

∂ y ]
. (A12)

Now  the  Fourier  transform  of  the  tensor  field  decomposition  give

~T (v )=2 πi [ vy
2~Χ ( v ) −v x vy

~Χ ( v )

−v x vy
~Χ ( v ) vx

2~Χ ( v ) ]+2 πi [ 2 v x
~Φ x(v ) vx

~Φ y(v )+vy
~Φ x( v )

vx
~Φ y (v )+v y

~Φ x (v ) 2 vy
~Φ y( v ) ]

.

(A13)

From the central section theorem, we know that

~P (σ ;θ )=[
~pθθ

(σ ;θ ) ~pθθ¿

(σ ;θ )

~pθ¿ θ
(σ ;θ ) ~pθ¿ θ¿

( σ ;θ ) ]=θT~T (σ θ )θ
 . (A14)

Substituting the decomposition for T , we have
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[
~pθθ

(σ ;θ ) ~pθθ¿

( σ ;θ )

~pθ¿ θ
(σ ;θ ) ~pθ¿θ ¿

(σ ;θ ) ]=2 πiθT [σ
2 sin2 θ~Χ ( σ θ ) −σ 2 sin θ cosθ~Χ (σ θ )

−σ 2 sinθ cosθ~Χ (σ θ ) σ 2 cos2 θ~Χ (σ θ ) ]θ

+2 πiθT [
2 σ cosθ~Φ x(σ θ ) σ cosθ ~Φ y( σ θ )+σ sin θ~Φ x( σ θ )

σ cosθ ~Φ y( σ θ )+σ sin θ~Φ x( σ θ ) 2 σ sin θ~Φ y( σ θ ) ]θ
(A15)

[
~pθθ

(σ ;θ ) ~pθθ¿

(σ ;θ )
~pθθ¿

(σ ;θ ) ~pθ ¿θ¿

(σ ;θ ) ]=2 πi [
0 0
0 σ 2~Χ ( σ θ ) ]

+2 πi [
2 σ (cosθ~Φ x (σ θ )+sin θ~Φ y(σ θ )) −σ sin θ ~Φ x (σ θ)+σ cosθ~Φ y(σ θ )

−σ sin θ~Φ x (σ θ)+σ cosθ~Φ y(σ θ ) 0 ]
(A16)

Note  that  pθ¿θ¿

(u;θ )  will  determine  the  solenodial  component  and  pθθ
(u ;θ )  and

pθθ¿

(u ;θ )  will determine the irrotational component of the tensor field decomposition.
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APPENDIX II (X-ray Transform)

From equation (34), we have the Fourier transform of the X-ray projections given by 

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=[
~pθθ ~pθα ~pθβ

~pαθ ~pαα ~pαβ

~pβθ ~p βα ~p ββ ](vu , vv ;θ )=θT ~T Ψ
S
(vu α+vv β )θ+θT~T Φ

I
( vu α+vv β )θ

(B1)

For the solenoid term, we have

θT~T Ψ
S
( vu α+vv β )θ=

2 πiθT
[ ( vu α+vv β )×

~Ψ ( vu α+vv β ) ]θ=2 πi [
(θT ~TΨ

S θ )θθ (θT~TΨ
S θ )θα (θT ~T Ψ

S θ)θβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )αθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )αα (θT ~TΨ
S θ )αβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )βθ (θT~T Ψ

S θ )βα (θT~T Ψ
S θ )ββ

](vu α+vv β )

(B2)

where

¿¿ ¿ ¿¿                (B3)

¿¿ ¿ ¿¿+sin (¿2 θ)vu vv
~Χ 3(vu α+vv β )¿ (B4)

¿¿ ¿ ¿¿−sin(¿2θ)vu
2~Χ 3(vu α+vv β )¿ (B5)

¿¿ ¿ ¿¿+sin (¿2 θ)vu vv
~Χ 3(vu α+vv β )¿ (B6)

¿+cos2
(¿θ)vv

2~Χ 3(vu α+vv β )¿     (B7)

¿¿ ¿ ¿ (B8)

¿¿ ¿ ¿¿−sin(¿2θ)vu
2~Χ 3(vu α+vv β )¿ (B9)

¿¿ ¿ ¿ (B10)

and

¿¿ ¿ ¿   . (B11)

For the irrotational term, we have
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θT~T Φ
I

(vuα+vv β )θ=

2 πiθT
{( vu α+vv β )~Φ (vu α+vv β )+[(vu α+vv β )~Φ (vu α+vv β ) ]

T
}θ

=2 πi [
(θT ~T Φ

I θ )θθ (θT ~T Φ
I θ )θα (θT ~T Φ

I θ )θβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )αθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )αα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )αβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )βθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )βα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )ββ

](vu α+vv β )

(B12)

where

(θT~T Φ
I θ )θθ (vu α+vv β )=0 (B13)

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )θα( vu α+vv β )=vu cos (φ)sin(θ )~Φ 1(vu α+vv β )

+vu sin(θ )sin(φ )
~Φ 2( vu α+vv β )

+vu cos(θ )~Φ3 (vu α+vv β ) (B14)

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )θβ( vu α+vv β )=vv cos(φ )sin (θ)~Φ1 (vu α+vv β )

+vv sin (θ )sin (φ)
~Φ2 (vu α+vv β )

+vv cos (θ)~Φ3 (vu α+vv β ) (B15)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )αθ (vuα+vv β )=vucos (φ )sin(θ )~Φ1( vu α+vv θ )

+vusin(θ )sin(φ )
~Φ 2( vu α+vv θ )

+vu cos(θ )~Φ3 (vu α+vvθ ) (B16)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )αα (vuα+vv β )=−2 vu sin(φ )~Φ1 (vuα+vv β )+2 vucos (φ )~Φ 2( vu α+vv β )

(B17)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )αβ (vu α+vv β )=−( vvsin (φ)+vu cos(θ )cos (φ) )~Φ1 (vuα+vv β )

−(vu cos (θ)sin(φ )−vv cos(φ ))
~Φ2 (vuα+vv β )

+sin(θ )vu
~Φ3( vu α+vv β ) (B18)
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(θT ~T Φ
I θ )βθ(vu α+vv β )=vv cos (φ )sin(θ )~Φ1( vu α+vv β )

+vv sin(θ )sin (φ)
~Φ2 (vu α+vv β )

+vv cos (θ)~Φ3 (vu α+vv β ) (B19)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )βα( vu α+vv β )=−(vv sin(φ )+vu cos(θ )cos(φ ))~Φ1( vu α+vv β )

−(vucos (θ)sin(φ )−vv cos(φ ))
~Φ2 (vu α+vv β )

+sin(θ )vu
~Φ3( vu α+vv β ) (B20)

and

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )ββ(vu α+vv β )=−2 vv cos(θ )cos (φ)~Φ1( vu α+vv β )

−2 vv cos(θ )sin(φ )
~Φ 2( vu α+vv β ))

+2 vv sin(θ )~Φ3( vu α+vv β )    . (B21)

Therefore,

~P (vu , vv ;θ )=[
~pθθ ~pθα ~pθβ

~pαθ ~pαα ~pαβ

~pβθ ~p βα ~pββ ]( vu , vv ;θ )=[
X X X
X X X
X X X ]+[

0 X X
X X X
X X X ]

. (B22)
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APPENDIX III (Radon Transform)

From equation (39), we have the Fourier transform of the Radon projections given by 

~R ( vt ;θ )=[
~r θθ ~r θα ~r θβ

~r αθ ~r αα ~r αβ

~r βθ ~r βα ~r ββ ]( vt ;θ )=θT ~T Ψ
S
(vt θ )θ+θT~T Φ

I
( vt θ )θ

 . (C1)

For the solenoid component, we have

θT~T Ψ
S
( vt θ )θ=2 πiθT

[ (v t θ )×~Ψ (v t θ )]θ

=2 πi [
(θT ~T Ψ

S θ )θθ (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )θα (θT ~T Ψ

S θ )θβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )αθ (θT ~T Ψ

S θ )αα (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )αβ

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )βθ (θT ~T Ψ

S θ )βα (θT ~T Ψ
S θ )ββ

]( vt θ )

 (C2)

where

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )θθ( vt θ )=0 (C3)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )θα(v t θ )=0 (C4)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )θβ(v t θ )=0 (C5)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )αθ(vt θ )=0 (C6)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )αα( vt θ )=vt

2 cos2
(θ )cos2

(φ )~Χ 1 (vt θ )+vt
2 cos2

(θ )sin2
(φ)~Χ 2 (v t θ )+vt

2 sin2
(θ )~Χ 3 (v t θ )

(C7)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )αβ( vt θ )=−

1
2 v t

2 cos (θ )sin(2 φ)
~Χ 1( vt θ )+

1
2 v t

2 cos(θ )sin(2 φ )
~Χ 2( v t θ )

(C8)

(θT~T Ψ
S θ )βθ( vt θ )=0 (C9)

(θT ~T Ψ
S θ )βα (v t θ )=−

1
2 vt

2 cos2
(θ )sin (2 φ )

~Χ 1 (v t θ )+
1
2 v t

2cos2
(θ )sin(2 φ )

~Χ 2 (vt θ )

(C10)
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(θT~T Ψ
S θ )ββ (v t θ )=vt

2 sin2
(φ )~Χ 1 (v t θ )+vt

2 cos2
(φ )~Χ 2( vt θ )  . (C11)

For the irrotational component, we have

θT~T Φ
I

(v t θ )θ=2 πiθT
{(v t θ )~Φ (vt θ )+[(vt θ )~Φ (v t θ ) ]

T
}θ

=2 πi [
(θT ~T Φ

I θ )θθ (θT ~T Φ
I θ )θα (θT ~T Φ

I θ )θβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )αθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )αα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )αβ

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )βθ (θT ~T Φ

I θ )βα (θT ~T Φ
I θ )ββ

](vt θ )

 (C12)

where

(θT~T Φ
I θ )θθ (v t θ )=2 v t cos(φ )sin(θ )~Φ1 (v t θ )+2 vt sin(θ )sin (φ)~Φ2 (v t θ )+2v t cos (θ )~Φ3 (v t θ )

(C13)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )θα( vt θ )=−vt sin(φ )~Φ1 (vt θ )+vt cos( φ)~Φ2 (v t θ ) (C14)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )θβ( vt θ )=−v t cos(θ )cos( φ)~Φ1( vt θ )−v t cos(θ )sin(φ )~Φ 2( vt θ )+v t sin(θ )~Φ3( vt θ )

(C15)

(θT ~T Φ
I θ )αθ (vt θ )=−vt sin(φ )~Φ 1(v t θ )+vt cos (φ)~Φ2 (v t θ ) (C16)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )αα (v t θ )=0 (C17)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )αβ (v t θ )=0 (C18)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )βθ(v t θ )=−v t cos(θ )cos(φ )~Φ 1(v t θ )−v t cos(θ )sin (φ)~Φ2 (vt θ )+vt sin(θ )~Φ 3(v t θ )

(C19)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )βα( vt θ )=0 (C20)

(θT~T Φ
I θ )ββ(v t θ)=0 (C21)
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and,

~R(v t ;θ)=[
~r θθ ~r θα ~r θβ

~r αθ ~r αα ~r αβ

~r βθ ~r βα ~r ββ ](v t ;θ )=[
0 0 0
0 X X
0 X X ]+[

X X X
X 0 0
X 0 0 ]

 . (C22)
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Figure 1. Geometry illustrating directional Radon projections. The directional Radon projection of

the tensor field  T ( x )  is denoted as  rθα
(s ;θ)  for the planar integral of the scalar function

θT T ( x )α  over the plane perpendicular to θ  and at a distance s  from the origin. Note that

θ , α , and β  are the orthogonal vectors given in (6)-(8).
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Figure 2. Geometry illustrating directional X-ray projections. The directional X-ray projection of

the tensor  field  T ( x )  is  denoted as  pθα
( s ;θ )  for the line integral  of the scalar  function

θT T ( x )α  parallel to θ  and at a position s  in the uv -plane. Note that the origin of the

uv -plane is the same as the origin of the xyz -plane.
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